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ReChannel - Simulating Reconfiguration in SystemC
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The presented ReChannel library provides a language extension for SystemC for describing and simulating
dynamically reconfigurable systems on all levels of abstraction. It provides maximum freedom of description of reconfiguration behaviour and its control, while featuring simulation of run-time configuration, removal and exchange of custom
modules as well as third-party IP-cores during the complete architecture refinement process. It effectively combines IP reuse
and high-level modelling with reconfiguration. When designing on RT-level the resulting hardware description can
easily be synthesised with standard synthesis tools.
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• A reconfigurable module can be derived from a
static one and rc reconfigurable.
• Its implementation is not necessarily known to
the designer (closed source).
• The module can be extended with reconfiguration properties after derivation, such as
(re-)configuration delay, synchronisation, etc.
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The CollisionChip project [1, 3, 4] provides an optimal framework to evaluate
ReChannel’s applicability. It consists of over 17, 000 lines of SystemC code. The
CollisionChip checks virtual 3D objects for intersection and was founded by the DFG
(German Research Council).
• Different primitive tests are exchanged against each other during the system’s runtime. The primitive intersection modules were treated like closed-source components
and hence were not manipulated to render them reconfigurable.
• Using ReChannel it took a single developer only 2 days to introduce reconfiguration
into the (RTL) design.
• Reconfiguration was used on all levels of abstraction featured by SystemC.
• The impact of reconfiguration on the system’s performance was evaluated using
ReChannel features.
• The RTL simulation’s run-time increased only by about 11% compared to the static
architecture.
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Reconfiguration
Properties
The configuration controller (CCC) is
modelled as a normal (custom) module.
And thus the CCC ...
• ... needs no special treatment, and thus
no irregularities are introduced into the
language.
• ... can be described on all levels of abstraction.
• ... can be implemented as a software or
hardware module.
• ... can even be described in a synthesisable fashion.

event.notify();
port.read();

ReChannel [2] uses the switch concept to decouple binding and communication. This
allows to rechannel data streams and thus to simulate reconfiguration.
• Switches come in two flavours: As portals and exportals.
• Events are forwarded only from/to static modules and active reconfigurable modules.
• Only static modules and active reconfigurable modules may access channels.
• Only exports / interfaces of static modules and active reconfigurable modules may be
accessed from outside.
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SystemC-Kernel

ReChannel layers its process control functionality on top of the SystemC kernel.
This enables ...
• ... killing and resetting of reconfigurable objects and static components that were
designed using ReChannel primitives.
• ... co-simulation with arbitrary SystemC modules without any further effort.
• ... compliance to the IEEE SystemC language standard.
• ... extension of standard SystemC modules with process control after derivation.
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